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A NOTE ON THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF EIGENVALUES*
JAMES MURDOCK AND CLARK ROBINSON
Abstract. Under certain conditions k-term asymptotic expansions of the eigenvalues of a matrix can be
deduced from a k-term asymptotic expansion of the matrix.
2SupposeL Lo + eL -t- e L2 + is an asymptotic expansion of a matrix function
of a small parameter e, and it is desired to find a few terms of the expansion of the
eigenvalues. Does it suffice to take k terms in the expansion of L to obtain k terms in
the expansion of the eigenvalues? The example
k-1
L= te k+l --e k
which has eigenvalues =tzekx/1 / t3, shows that this is not always the case. The following
theorem gives a sufficient condition for this to be true.
THEOREM. Let L and N be continuous real or complex matrix functions of e
defined for e >-O, and letM L + e k+1Ne. Suppose there exists a matrix C defined in
some interval 0 <-e < eo, continuous in e and nonsingular, such that C-ILC De
diag(Al(e),...,An(e)). Suppose further that each pair of eigenvalues Ai(e),Aj(e)
satisfies either Ai(e)= A.(e) + O(e k+l) or [Ai(e)-Aj(e)l>=ce k for some c >0 (this condi-
tion is satisfied automatically if each eigenvalue Ai(e) is a Ck+l function of e). ThenM
has n eigenvalues of the form
fori=l,. .,n.
Remarks. The hypotheses are satisfied for L Lo+ eL1 +’" + e kLk if L0 has
distinct eigenvalues, or if L0= I and L1 has distinct eigenvalues. The referee has
informed us that according to a theorem of Rellich, the hypotheses are also satisfied if
Lo,’" Lk are Hermitian; see [4, p. 376]. In the example preceding the theorem, C
exists for e > 0 but either becomes unbounded or singular as e
-
0. Thus it is necessary
to insist on the continuity and nonsingularity of C at e 0 even if L0 is already
diagonal.
The proof is based on a degree argument of Levinson [2], previously exploited by
Coppel and Howe [1]. We first obtained this theorem in connection with our work on
asymptotic expansions in dynamical systems ([3]). Although we eventually used a
different argument there, we thought this result might have independent interest.
Proof. The eigenvalues of L may be partitioned into equivalence classes,/i and
being equivalent if Ai(e)=Ai(e)+o(ek+). By re-numbering the eigenvalues and
permuting the columns of C, we may assume that A 1, , Ap are equivalent and that
none of these are equivalent to Ap+l,’’’, An. We shall show the existence of p
k+lo’eigenvalues of the form/i(e) ,i(e)q- e "(e), 1, p. The existence of n such
eigenvalues follows by repeating the argument with different equivalence classes of
eigenvalues placed first.
Let A(e)=Al(e) and observe that for i=l,...,p we have Ai(e)=
k+l k+l k+l)A (e) + e &i(e), with Oi(e) continuous, hence Ai(e) A (e) + e Oi(O) + o(e Let
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A(e) A (e)Ip, where Ip is the p p identity matrix, and let =diag (&l(0), ", b,(0)).
Then
D= A+e +o(e 00 /5
where De diag (A+ (e), , A, (e)). Now
k+lC-IMC D + e C-INoCo + o(e k+l),
and we write
c_lNoCo=B=fOll B12]
[B21 B22J
where B11 is a p p block. Now v is an eigenvalue ofM if and only if it is an eigenvalue
of c-aMC, hence if and only if
det A + e +B) + o(e )- I e + o(
+) ; 2 =0.e +lB21 + o(e 0e + e B22 + o(e PIn-p
This equation has the form f(e, u) 0, to be solved for u u(e). Make the e-dependent
change of variables u defined by u A (e)+ e ; this will yield an equation
g(e, )=0 which we now determine. First note that A-uIp =-e+Ip. From the
manner of partitioning the A we see that there exist constants c >0, co>0 such
that for each > p,
=c for 0<e<eo.
k+lHence 0 uI,_ eT e I,_p where T is diagonal with each diagonal element
bounded away from zero as e 0. Inserting these relations in our determinant and
k+l k
canceling e from the top p rows and e from the remainder we find
+o(0
det [(+Bll)-I] det T +o(1).
Since det T is bounded away from zero this reduces to
det [(+B)-I]+ o(1) 0.
When e =0 there exist p roots for by the fundamental theorem of algebra;
these persist for small e by RouchO’s theorem. Q.E.D.
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